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Carl Spitzer announces a new slide program : "On Collecting Used
Stamps, as Demonstrated by Pages with Stamps of Switzerland and
the United States of America ." This fifteen-minute program con-
taining twenty-six slides was prepared by Felix Ganz in order to
show how philatelists in Switzerland collect their own country's
used stamps . Felix gave this lecture at the CORNPEX '81 TMPS
Philatelic Congress Luncheon on September 19, 1981 . We are for-
tunate to be able to have the script and slides for AHPS use.
This program has an instructive message for those of us who

collect used stamps . As a short program, it can be shown as
part of a club meeting and not take up the entire time.

Our slide program is becoming more and more effective . So far
this year, we have reached one hundred people at five showings of
the "A" program and three of the "B ." One more "A" program is
scheduled for December.
Now is the time to reserve programs for January through spring.

For reservations, contact Carl H . Spitzer, Slide Chairman, whose
address is listed among the officers' .
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HARLAN STONE

On the basis of anticipated income and expenses in 1982, AHPS
is holding its 1982 dues at the very modest rates that exist now.
Next year, North American members will continue to pay $6 and
overseas members $12 for airmail delivery of TELL . (We are no
longer offering overseas dues of $8 for surface delivery, since
virtually all overseas members request airmail delivery .) How-
ever, advertising rates for TELL will go up slightly . Our result-
ing 1982 budget will comfortably cover any rise in printing and
postage costs, new slide shows, a new membership brochure, and
other projects in planning and development stages.

To insure uninterrupted membership, please send your dues check
made out to the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (in U .S.
dollars), to Frank Young, our treasurer . For those who want to
place ads, TELL will publish a new rate schedule.
Donn Lueck, a former Western Region director and avid collector

of fiscals, has volunteered to chair a new Swiss Revenue Study
Group for AHPS . Interested members can reach him at P .O. Box
11582, Phoenix, AZ 85061 . This group will bring to three the
number of active study groups within AHPS . Vice President Dale
Eggen heads the recently organized Swiss Philatelic Literature
Research Group, and Charles LaBlonde continues to lead the
Swiss Postal History Study Group . Chuck has recently returned to
the U .S . from England . His new Address is P .O . Box 323, Melrose,
MA 02176.

As a member of the latter two groups, I can assure you that AHPS
study groups locate, circulate and create very useful information
for the specialist through correspondence and their own news-
letters. If you would like to recommend formation of additional
groups, please write me.
My call in the July-August issue of TELL for a chairman for

our proposed AHPS national convention at FLOREX '82 in ST.
Petersburg, FL, next fall has attracted no response . I intend
to contact AHPS members in Florida individually before concluding
that there is no interest in holding a convention in that area.
On a more upbeat note, we can apparently hold a convention at
AMERIPEX ' 86 in Chicago for the asking . Felix Ganz, an AHPS past
president, is serving on the "committee of 100" for this inter-
national exhibition and will steer our request for meeting
facilities to the right person.
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BOOKMARKS By Dale Eggen

On May 1 and 2, this year, the auction firm of Roger Koerber
held a public auction of philatelic literature . About two-thirds

of the material was from the Philatelic Library of the late
George T . Turner . The entire sale consisted of 3311 lots and
realized a little over a quarter of a million dollars . This

auction was one of the major sales of philatelic literature in

recent years.
For a sale of this size, however, the number of Swiss and

Liechtenstein items was a little disappointing . Some of the
better contemporary items were overbid when judged against the
prices being asked by dealers in Switzerland . But this probably
represents a thirst for knowledge, as the material to which I
am referring would hardly be called investment items . And to
be fair, it is sometimes difficult to locate literature that is
out of print or being re-edited. Perhaps a dealer needs an item
immediately and cannot wait for the next edition . Likewise,
philatelic literature must be considered as an esoteric field to
the general philatelist. This column should help rectify the
latter two difficulties.
Below are the lots offered, including descriptions, estimated

values and prices realized . The thirty-five lots available in
the sale had a total estimated value of $997 and realized $1123,
or fifteen per cent over estimate.
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Famous Visitors

to Liechtenstein

Walter Diggelmann, Zurich

Alexander Dumas (junior) (1824—1895)

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749—1832)

Liechtenstein Postage Stamp Issue
of 7th December 1981

What a lovely idea, to look into the past to
find famous people who visited the Princi-
pality of Liechtenstein, some of them having
trodden on Liechtenstein's ground many
centuries ago and who will still be « famous»
in hundred or two hundred years to come! In
every respect, it is a most interesting fourfold
series of special stamps starting with a Saint
but subsequently dominated by world
famous writers . These stamps designed by
Auguste Böcskör (Vienna) are in two ways
suitable for promoting the understanding of
art ; they make portraits familiar, some of
which are rather less known and which will
certainly surprise philatelists interested in
literature . It is unnecessary to go into more
detail here regarding these «famous guests»
for this is done most aptly by Franz Büchel
(Balzers) in this publication . It should in no
way disturb us that Alexander Dumas (father)
certainly visited Liechtenstein though that it
can only be presumed that his son,

presented on the 80 cent stamp, once set foot on the
territory of Liechtenstein . Literary historians
consider it most probable that he did so, but
certain proof is not available. If Alexander
Dumas (junior) did actually once come to
Liechtenstein with his father, then it is most
unlikely that they would have visited the
Guesthouse «Löwen» where the father ex-
perienced the amusingly reported episode
with the Sauerkraut, also included in this
brochure . How surprised Father Dumas
would be today if he now visited one of the
renowned restaurants in the Principality of
Liechtenstein and saw from the menu that
not only (if at all) Sauerkraut was offered but
that he could choose from many culinary
delicacies and could drink certainly not a
sour, but an in every respect excellent

«Vaduzer » with his meal! The earlier
-«Löwen» in Vaduz seems to have an aura of
literature and philately : the 3 cents stamp of
the Kosel series of 1930, reproduced on the
special stamp «50 Years Post Museum»
issued on 8th September 1980, shows a
charming youthful portrait of the « Löwen»

innkeeper ' s wife of that time, who however
was not yet born at the time of Dumas.
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In 1832, the year in which the reported
Liechtenstein experience of Dumas occur-
red, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe died . Also
in the case of the «Prince of Literature»,' it can
only be presumed based on circumstances
that he travelled through Liechtenstein on
his way to Italy . Goethe was in no way
impartial to the culinary pleasures of life and
therefore it is to be hoped that, should he
have stopped at one of the three Vaduz
Guesthouses of that time («Löwen, «Engel»
and ruling customs tavern) he did not just
receive Sauerkraut and sour wine . The
portrait of the Vorarlberg artist Angelika Kauff-
mann presented on the 70 cent stamp is
most interesting, but did not meet with
Goethe's approval.
The painting of Saint Carlo Borromeo by an
unknown master is kept in Einsiedeln
Monastery and is presented on the 40 cent
stamp . The prominent clergyman must have
passed through Liechtenstein on 30th
August 1570 in connection with an extended
tour of Switzerland ; however, as can be
understood, there is nothing known of
detailed proof . The reproduction-quality of
the picture, which was engraved by Maria
Magdalena Laurent, is excellent and was
charmed onto the paper by the Austrian
State Printers in Vienna in combined print
(autotype/recess) . The same is valid for the
1 Franc stamp engraved by the same artist
showing a portrait painted by Cuno Amiet in
1919 of the writer Hermann Hesse (1877–
1962) ; whose charming text «Vaduz – a
description out of my youth» can be found in
this publication . Praise is due to the Vien-
nese printers for the whole series and to the
engraver Wolfgang Seidel for the two values
of 70 and 80 cents.

Special stamps " Christmas 1981»

It is no exaggeration to say that the three
Christmas stamps 1981 created by Bruno
Kaufmann (Balzers) can take their place
among the most beautiful and impressive
stamps of this favourite subject . The gleam-
ing postage stamps will be appreciated not
just by philatelists and serious adults but will
greatly impress happy and carefree children.
The 20 cents stamp shows St. Nicholas, the
50 cent the Three Kings at the Crib and the
80 cent stamp The Holy Family . The five-
coloured photogravure of Hélio Courvoisier
is brilliant and of highest quality ; gold and
blue correspond and dominate harmo-
niously . The three stamps are well suited
too, to conjure into a gloomly world a bright
Christmas atmosphere, looking joyously
into the future .

Saint Carlo Borromeo (1538–1584)

Hermann Hesse

	

(1877–1962)
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HANS ERNI

Noted Swiss artist Hans Erni recently held a one-man
show at the Rigi Gallery in New York . Prominent as a
painter and sculptor, Erni has also designed a number

of Swiss stamps .
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1982 ZUMSTEIN .EUROPA

CATALOGUE REVIEW BY FELIX GANZ
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS



The Swiss Society for Postmark Col-
lectors (SVP) has just published a
second edition of its "Local Pub-
licity Datestamp (K) Handbook"
which contains the supplement is-
sued in 1980 . Thus, it shows all
cancels up to the end of 1979, as
well as updated tables and lists.
To obtain a copy, send a check made
out for Swiss Francs 29 .- to Mr . K.
Joggi, Rigiweg 26, CH-4800 Zofingen.

The society is also working inten-
sively on the "Machine Cancellation
Handbook," having already prepared
many sheets for printing . Its a-
vailability will be announced in
TELL .
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MEMBERS
The North Eastern Federation of Stamp Clubs held its Philatelic

Show '81 in Boston on October 10-12 . Forty-one exhibits were
displayed, but of the twenty-two that did not show US or topicals,
five belonged to our members . Unfortunately, Doug Turchik's ex-
hibition "Sitting Helvetia," which would have brought the total
to six, did not arrive in time.

Prizes awarded to the five are as follows:

Charles LaBlond - Gold AHPS ; Vermeil NEFSC ; and NEFSC award
for first showing of a participating club
in Boston . Subject : Geneva Postal History.

Felix Ganz - Silver AHPS : Vermeil NEFSC . Subject : Fran-
chise Stamps of Switzerland, 1911-1926.

Edmund Walton - Honorable Mention AHPS; Vermeil NEFSC.
Subject : The Standing Helvetia Issue, 1882-
1907.

Jan Donker - Honorable Mention AHPS; Silver Bronze NEFSC.
Subject : The Strubelie and Its Cancellations.

Myron Jacobs - Silver Bronze NEFSC . Subject : Bridges of
Switzerland.

AHPS congratulates all winners.

The New England Chapter held a meeting opened by a word of
welcome from Jan Donker . George Lloyd provided the commentary
to accompany slide show B, "Pro Juventute Stamps, 1950-1957 ."
After the meeting we signed up four new members--James Martin
from Maine, Gerhard Korn from Connecticut, and Jeff Rome and
Richard Blaney both from Massachusetts . We welcome all of them
to the society.

Besides the New Englander who joined we were honored by the
presence of Ed Walton from Toronto and Howard Riemann from Cal-
ifornia.
The New England Chapter is proud to have contributed such a

large part to the Boston show, and with your help, it intends
to continue participating in coming years .
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POSTCARD CORNER
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